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FSHN
THE TRADE FAIR
FOR GREEN FASHION
INNATEX is the only international trade fair for sustainable textiles
in the world that offers a unique sales and communication
platform not only to the traditional clothing sector but also
to countless other textile product groups, including accessories,
home textiles, fabrics, toys and many more.
Under the aegis of the IVN (International Association of the Natural Textile Industry),
the fair focuses on the social aspects as well as the ecological factors of goods and value
chains, as well as offering exhibitors the opportunity to find information about product
certification. Recent gatherings of natural textile producers at INNATEX in Wallau have
regularly hosted over 300 Green Fashion labels from some 20 countries, allowing the
market to present its collections to a growing level of interest from the trade.
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IDEALLY
LOCATED
IN THE HEART
OF GERMANY

Distance in kilometers

AMSTERDAM
BERLIN
DORTMUND
210
DÜSSELDORF 200
FRANKFURT
20
HAMBURG

The venue of INNATEX – the Messecenter Rhein-Main –
is easily accessible in the middle of the strong financial and
trading centre of the Rhine-Main economic region. Frankfurt
am Main, Wiesbaden and Mainz are in the immediate vicinity.
Convenient travel is available from anywhere in Germany,
and with its proximity to Frankfurt Airport, international
connections to the fair are also excellent.
The Messecenter Rhein-Main comprises a total area of over 10,000 square metres over
two levels. With its modern infrastructure, plenty of free parking and professional hosting
facilities, the site meets all the criteria that are essential for a successful trade fair.
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MESSECENTER
RHEIN–MAIN
HOFHEIM
WALLAU

HANNOVER
COLOGNE

170
MUNICH
NUREMBERG
STUTTGART

420
550

500
400

400
250
200

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
9 AM – 6 PM
SUNDAY
9 AM – 5 PM
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EXHIBITOR
SERVICES
PACKAGE

As an exhibitor at INNATEX you have a free hand in designing
the layout of your stand. All partitioning in the form of booth
walls is included in the price per square metre, as is carpeting
throughout the stand. You can provide your own furniture or
book convenient rental packages from our comprehensive range.
INNATEX is divided into three different areas which vary in
terms of stand construction.

INNATEX CLASSICS
OUR ROOTS

DESIGN DISCOVERIES
OUR NEWCOMERS

Here the visitor will find an extensive range of
sustainable collections, from children’s fashion,
womenswear, menswear and footwear to a
multitude of accessories for the textile trade.
At INNATEX CLASSICS, young meets old,
tradition meets innovation or experience
meets thirst for knowledge.

The entry-level programme for absolute
newcomers to INNATEX: INNATEX DESIGN
DISCOVERIES. We are offering up to ten young,
innovative and also experienced designers
and labels from the field of Green Fashion the
opportunity to present themselves to a broad
audience from the trade. The popular special
area of DESIGN DISCOVERIES has already
become a firm favourite with buyers. There are
plenty of new ideas to discover and inspiration
to be gained from the breath of fresh air coming
from both young and experienced designers.

INNATEX HERITAGE
OUR YOUNGSTERS
In the HERITAGE area the collections concentrate
on young, progressive adult fashion. Trendy
streetwear can be found here alongside wearable
high fashion from up-and-coming young designers.
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INNATEX
CLASSICS

DESIGN
DISCOVERIES

Stand equipment inc. carpet
‘Octanorm’ partitioning and screening
system, in white with metal base
Optional furnishings can be booked
separately.
PRICE EUR 85*/ m²
Standbeispiel

plus registration fee of EUR* 225

Stand rental includes equipment and extras
(stand size 9 m²)
Stand construction, furnishing and decoration
Your logo and introduction on the web
and on our social media channels
Comprehensive inclusion in the PR for the fair

PRICE EUR 99*/ m²

plus registration fee of EUR* 225

INNATEX
HERITAGE

Standbeispiel

Stand equipment inc. carpet
High quality system
stand construction
with white composite walls
Basic furnishing package
Stand lighting

ALL INCLUSIVE PRICE EUR 599

*All prices plus 19% german VAT
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MARKETING
OUR MARKETING MEASURES,
ONLINE AND OFFLINE:

Display placement in selected specialised trade media
Structured press work
Cooperation with specialist retailers media partners
Regular newsletters and mailings
Social media marketing
Specialist trade database with Geomarketing analyses
Entry in the trade fair catalogue
and in the brand list (on-/ofﬂine)
Integration of your news & collection reports
into the communication around the fair
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LET’S
CELEBRATE
GREEN
FASHION

Take time out from the hustle and bustle of the trade fair
and look forward to an unforgettable evening with
top-class cuisine, cool drinks and entertaining music.
Meet key people in the industry and forge valuable business contacts in pleasant
company. Experience a networking party of a special kind and in an exceptional
atmosphere.
Our INNATEX NIGHT on Saturday evening is worth putting in your diary straight away!
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YOUR
ORGANISER
MUVEO GMBH

OPENESS, FLEXIBILITY AND
FAIRNESS ARE THE VALUES
BY WHICH WE LIVE

A VICTORY FOR ‘WE’!

What we do, we do with passion and we have fun
doing it. Not only that – as a 100% subsidiary of
CDH Mitte (Wirtschaftsverband für Handelsvermittlung
und Vertrieb Hessen, Thüringen und Rheinland-Pfalz e. V.),
MUVEO GmbH can draw on 60 years’ experience in
the trade fair business.

Our trade fair formats – which we arrange
meticulously for many different industries –
are always designed with sector-specific
requirements in mind. Dialogue and a relationship of equals with all stakeholders are the
foundation stones for successful trade fairs.

Ever since it was launched in 1997, INNATEX has been
one of the company’s most important series of events.
As well as organising trade fairs in a wide range of
other industries, since 2020 MUVEO GmbH has also
been the operator of the Messecenter Rhein-Main.
This makes it possible to respond directly and straightforwardly to exhibitors’ and visitors’ requirements from
the infrastructure at the site.
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If you have any questions or suggestions,
we are always listening out.
Do please get in touch!

MUVEO GmbH
Stresemannallee 35-37
D-60596 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
www.muveo.de
Your contacts:
Jens Frey
Managing Director
T: +49-69-630092-44
frey@muveo.de
Alexander Hitzel
Project Manager
T: +49-69-630092-33
hitzel@muveo.de
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